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ABSTRACT
Today, the ubiquitousness of Korean hip-hop is evident in the popularity of the
reality show Show Me the Money (henceforth referred to as SMTM), a musical
competition featuring aspiring Korean and Korean American hip-hop artists.
While the show has always been a platform for linguistic hybridity, as Korean
hip-hop has never been truly “monolingual,” the recent evolution of the
show to include Korean American artists has focalized the linguistic and
cultural hybridity that inheres global hip-hop more generally and Korean
hip-hop more specifically. Undoubtedly, these two matrices of difference,
linguistic and cultural, are invariably intertwined, particularly in the Korean
context, where being “authentically” Korean itself hinges on proficiency in
the Korean language. The analysis develops what Gramling (2016. The
Invention of Monolingualism. London: Bloomsbury) terms the “invention of
monolingualism,” in particular with SMTM in relation to questions of verbal
hygiene and the discourse of authenticity and emulation. We argue that
SMTM should not be understood as a mere space for the documentation of
various acts of transgressing monolingualism through linguistic and cultural
hybridity. Instead, it unveils the social and geopolitical conditions by which
the very commitment to, along with the presumed precarity of,
“monolingualism” is afforded an ideological platform in the first place.
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Introduction

In the early 1990s, just a few decades before Korean pop culture, or K-Pop, would become the glo-
bal phenomenon that it is today, Seo Taiji and Boys was among the first Korean “hip-hop” artists.1

The highly successful group is credited with rejuvenating the South Korean music industry by pio-
neering the use of rap in Korean pop music that captured the minds of young audiences. The group
won the Grand Prize at the Seoul Music Awards in both 1992 and 1993. In April 1996, Billboard
reported that their first three albums had each sold over 1.6 million copies, with the fourth nearing
two million, making all four some of the best-selling albums in South Korea. Their 1992 hit single,
“Nan A Ra Yo,” remains one of their most influential and recognizable acts.

However, “Nan A Ra Yo,” is of particular interest not only because of its far-reaching success but
also in that it raises important questions about the categorical designations of “hip-hop” and about
the politics of linguistic and cultural translation. It is certainly hip-hop, it can be argued, in that the
opening hook features a sampling of the iconic “Yeah boy!” popularized by African American hip-
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hop legend Flavor Flav of Public Enemy. Meanwhile, the personal style of Seo Taiji himself, with
thin wire-framed glasses and parted hairstyle, was reminiscent not of a “public enemy” but perhaps
of a studious college student one would find at the public library. It has been argued that hip-hop
music in Korea serves as an avenue of discursive resistance against establishmentarian ideals
(J. S. Lee 2004). Yet, the very title of their single “Nan A Ra Yo,”which might be translated as simply
“I Know,” incorporates the Korean honorific morpheme “Yo,” reserved for forms of address toward
not only strangers but also toward elders, thus inadvertently conveying a level of deference contrary
to hip-hop’s anti-establishmentarian ideals. The fact that so much can be encoded in the presence/
absence of something as minor as a monosyllabic morpheme in one language indicates that “Nan A
Ra Yo,” represents a moment in which, to paraphrase Naoki Sakai (1997), the discreteness of cul-
tural difference exists not unto itself but comes to be through the very act of translation.

Korean hip-hop has certainly evolved and grown in popularity exponentially since the debut of
Seo Taiji and Boys in the early 1990s. With the emergence of first-generation artists such as
Drunken Tiger, Zo PD, 1TYM, Korean hip-hop successfully marketed itself as a new trend of cul-
tural consumption for younger audiences. The success of the first-generation hip-hop artists was
largely due to the rise of the middle class in Korea following the establishment of a civilian govern-
ment in 1993 (J. Y. Lee 2019). This new social class enjoyed unprecedented economic privileges
along with increasing freedom of expression. It was within this socio-economic context that hip-
hop was introduced as a new form of resistance against establishmentarian ideals. In the 2000s,
increased access to the internet and the proliferation of online music communities further acceler-
ated the popularization of hip-hop. Overground artists including Dynamic Duo, Epik High, and
Leessang were the vanguard of such a movement.

Today, the status and ubiquitousness of Korean hip-hop is especially evident in the popularity of
the reality show Show Me the Money (SMTM), whose first season aired in 2012, a musical compe-
tition featuring aspiring Korean and Korean American hip-hop artists. The subsequent successes of
a teenager version of Show Me the Money, High School Rapper2 and a spin-off of Show Me the
Money, Unpretty Rap Star3, further consolidated the prominence of SMTM in the Korean music
industry. In the program, contestants are provided an opportunity to audition for hip-hop produ-
cers in the form of a freestyle rap, where only those with the strongest combination of presence,
style, and most importantly, flow, are invited to advance onto the next round. SMTM initially
focused on discovering rising stars in the South Korean underground hip-hop scene. From the
fifth season, however, the program started to allow contestants from Los Angeles, including Korean
Americans and others not of Korean heritage, expanding to both LA and New York by the sixth
season. The seventh season even celebrated the first Korean American contender winning the com-
petition. Regardless of the shifting foci of the program, the choice of the title for “show me the
money,” an expression popularized by the 1996 US film Jerry Maguire, would appear to be accurate,
for those who are successful in their performance are guaranteed lucrative futures.

Hip-hop as a musical genre, broadly conceived, is known to be a space of tension, whether
through artists’ transgressing musical conventions, rejecting repressive social norms, or “talkin’
shit” through the subgenre of the rap battle. It is therefore perhaps unsurprising that SMTM itself
invites and produces a series of dualistic tensions, including linguistic (Korean vs. English) and cul-
tural (Korean vs. Korean American). While the program has always been a platform for linguistic
hybridity, as Korean hip-hop has never been truly “monolingual,” the recent evolution of the pro-
gram to include Korean American artists has focalized the linguistic and cultural hybridity that
inheres global hip-hop more generally and Korean hip-hop more specifically. Undoubtedly,
these two matrices of difference, linguistic and cultural, are invariably intertwined, particularly
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in the Korean context, where being “authentically” Korean itself hinges on proficiency in the Kor-
ean language; in short, being “monolingually” Korean ensures being “authentically” Korean while
using Korean as a secondary or additional language demands an additional credentialing of Kor-
eanness (i.e. is one a “real” Korean if he or she is not able to speak Korean as a monolingual native
speaker of Korean would?). And yet, while the program appears to center on, if not exaggerate, var-
ious points of linguistic and cultural friction, the wager of our present inquiry is that it manufac-
tures, functions as a conduit for, and operates as a compelling analogy for the conditions by which
linguistic difference can be rendered legible in the first place.

That said, SMTM is not the only show that exposes linguistic and cultural tensions constituting
Koreanness. For instance, in the end of 2016, the famous Korean variety show Infinite Challenge
aired a special episode “The Great Heritage,” which used hip-hop as a medium to commemorate
important historical events and figures in Korean history. Several artists from SMTM also partici-
pated in this special project that promoted national resilience and solidarity in the midst of the pol-
itical turbulence in Korea that year. Immediately following the release, the songs produced by the
artists and the members of Infinite Challenge topped local music charts (Yoon 2017). On the one
hand, the success of “The Great Heritage” highlights the constructive power of hip-hop that pro-
motes patriotism and visualizes (in the Rancièrian sense) “Koreannes.” On the other hand, how-
ever, its overtly nationalistic sentiment might have blurred the distinction between cautious
patriotism and uncritical jingoism. Compared to “The Great Heritage,” SMTM is presumably cos-
mopolitan in that it, on the surface, celebrates and welcomes linguistic and cultural hybridities. This
is precisely the reason why we chose SMTM as a case study. Ironically, SMTM reveals, despite its
cosmopolitan appeal, how “monolingualism” is manufactured via various points of linguistic and
cultural friction in the social space. Put differently, SMTM should not be understood as a mere
space for the documentation of various acts of transgressing monolingualism through linguistic
and cultural hybridity. Instead, it unveils the social and geopolitical conditions by which the
very commitment to, along with the presumed precarity of, “monolingualism” is afforded an ideo-
logical grounding in the first place.

Inventing monolingualism through hip-hop

A frequent reaction to Korean hip-hop within Korea is one of ambivalence, whether because of the
lyrical content or artists’ countercultural stylization. Indeed, part of the negative, though not
necessarily representative, reaction to hip-hop results not just from the discomfort with “violent
and sexually suggestive content” but also “incomprehensible Korean/English lyrics” (Bae 2016).4

The ambivalence toward English is reflected also in responses to linguistic hybridity in popular
media more generally: while English is drawn upon and pursued through aspirations of cosmopo-
litanism (Park and Abelmann 2004; M. W. Lee 2015) and western modernity (J. S. Lee 2006), the
pursuit and inadvertent valorization of English simultaneously result in linguistic and cultural
alienation along class and generational lines (J. S. Lee 2014, 2016, 2017; M. W. Lee 2015).

This being acknowledged, the aforementioned response to Korean hip-hop is perhaps of little
surprise in the context of ongoing language purification efforts in the country, led by the National
Institute of Korean Language. The imperative of language purification in Korea is on the surface
perhaps no different from other state-sponsored efforts practiced in other national contexts,
such as by the Académie française, or French Academy, which operates as a central prescriptive
authority on the French language. While the French Academy’s efforts are, at least in part, driven
by a desire to standardize the language because of its global dispersal directly resulting from its
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colonialist history, the National Institute of Korean Language’s response is a result of its history as a
formerly colonized nation. In other words, what makes the language purification efforts of the
National Institute of Korean Language distinct from the French Academy is the manner in
which it frames its agenda through its colonial history, and foregrounding the exigency of language
purification in terms of exogenous threats to linguistic, and enthymatically, national identity. The
National Institute of Korean Language is particularly invested in eradicating foreign linguistic
influences, including loanwords from Japanese and English, along with obviating the use of Chinese
characters, or hanja. The National Institute of Korean Language, in other words, is reflective of a
more general attempt to monolingualize both Korea and Korean.

Korean hip-hop, meanwhile, is not, has never been, and perhaps cannot be, monolingual. Scho-
lars such J. S. Lee (2004) and Pennycook (2007) have pointed to the range of sociolinguistic func-
tions of non-Korean language resources, such as English, in Korean hip-hop. Pennycook (2007) in
fact argues that such translingual fluidity undermines the presumed discreteness of Korean and
English. He further reads global hip-hop through the notion of relocalization, adapting Appadurai’s
(1996) influential thesis that disabuses the narrative of globalization as the top-down homogeniz-
ation of Western culture. Hip-hop, in other words, is not merely a phenomenon invented in the US
and hegemonically exported to different locales, nor can it be conceived of as having been appro-
priated within such contexts. Instead, it is more accurately a musical form that is reconstituted as
derivative of an “original” but also simultaneously anything but.

Certainly, this is not to deny that the “globalization” of Korean hip-hop continues to hinge on
the romanticization of the US as the “birthplace” of hip-hop and the appropriation of “American
hip-hop” within Korean pop-culture. SMTM, for instance, brands itself as a cosmopolitan venue
open to the US participants whose “authenticity” is leveled against the grit and salvo of Korean con-
tenders. This condition of xeno-ambivalence, characterized by simultaneous xenophobia and xeno-
philia, is curious given that foreignness is essential to the construction and emergence of Korean
hip-hop itself.5 SMTM, then, can be approached as a metonymy in that it represents a confluence
of ambivalence toward linguistic and cultural heterogeneity and hybridity in contemporary Korea
more broadly. Understood from this perspective, SMTM invites consideration of the social and
geopolitical conditions of which “monolingualism” is itself an entailment in that the program func-
tions as a media-ideological apparatus that produces the very discursive conditions by which
“languages” and “cultures” can be recognized as discrete and transposable.

In order to develop this notion, we draw from Gramling’s (2016) thesis on the “invention of
monolingualism.” Monolingualism in the context of Gramling’s inquiry, does not refer to the
assumption that people do or should speak one language exclusively, as is the case in efforts by con-
servative ideologues to monolingualize Korean language and society. It refers, alternatively, to an
era in which human communication is organized into transposable units (i.e. named languages).
This condition of transposability produces the very possibility of “monolingualism” to be concep-
tualized to begin with: the linguacene. Linguacene, derived from the more familiar expression,
Anthropocene, is defined as

the glossodiverse management of common meanings across languages in industrial design… [that] has
resulted in a coordinated translingual idiom of industry that profoundly changes the planet, regardless
of which surface-language those industries are being deployed through. The linguacene is in this sense
that latter stage of the anthropocene, in which multilingualism becomes sufficiently organized among
global industrial actors such that alternative vernacular meanings are effectively decommissioned amid
the pursuit of coordinated transnational oil production, geostationary orbit policy, counter-insurgency,
data storage, and the like. (Gramling 2016, 37)
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The transposability of languages as an invention is theorized most convincingly through the ana-
logy of musical temperament. Temperament refers to the practice of placing all intervals between
notes out of tune so that one is able to modulate different melodies or harmonies across different
keys, whether higher or lower.6 As Gramling (2016, 21) elaborates, the very

problem of temperament stems from a natural gap in harmony that confounds mathematically pure
ratios of pitch. This gap is called the Pythagorean Comma and is equal to twelve pure fifths, less
seven octaves, or 531441/524288 cents, so roughly a quarter of a semitone.

In pairing linguistics with acoustics, Gramling (2016, 23–24) argues that

the wager of monolingualism was also Bach’s wager: that the sacrifices one makes in achieving trans-
posability, say from the key of E to the key of A flat on a “well-tuned” clavier, were negligible when
compared to the pragmatic benefits of exchangeability across keys.

Put differently, while we lose the purity of the intervals between notes, in exchange we are able to
access all keys. Monolingualization was a technological innovation that, similarly, involved its own
wager: sacrificing the precision of hitherto untranslatable cross-cultural communicative nuance in
exchange for the transposability across newly invented, even if imprecise, language categories. The
takeaway from the analogy of temperament is that at the point of assuming difference and thus
transposability, one is likely to concede to a recognition that the distinction of 531441/524288
cents is negligible if the return is access to a wider range of keys or, in this case, languages.

Given that Korean ethnic national identity is understood to be closely bound to the Korean
language (G. H. Choe 1987; Choi 2015; Jeong 2015; Lo and Kim 2011; Gim 2009; J. S. Park
2009; Shim and Park 2008; Shin 2006; Song 2019), it is not of coincidence that the imperative
for the monolingualization of Korea was dilated as a national, and indeed nationalistic, preoccupa-
tion in the years following Japanese colonial occupation in 1945. The Japanese colonization of
Korea, after all, was at its core an effort to forcibly assimilate Koreans into the Japanese empire
while eradicating aspects of Korean culture and heritage, including language. Certainly, many scho-
lars have documented how the agenda of preserving Hangeul was driven by independence activists
during the colonial period (e.g. Gim 2011; D. Yi 2011). Yet, as Suh (2011) demonstrates, writers,
artists, and other intellectual elites themselves were not necessarily in favor of the state’s post-inde-
pendence monolingualization policies and thus found themselves in a lingua-political context in
which their commitment to a newly independent and consequently monolingual Korea was
wagered against their artistic or pragmatic allegiance to the only language they knew, Japanese,
the language of the colonizer.7 In other words, language is not merely that which distinguishes
one national group from another but instead that which is invented in order to reify such a distinc-
tion. Subsequently, as our analysis will demonstrate, language formalizes the conditions by which
one nation could be rendered transposable to another: nation A is distinct from nation B is distinct
from nation C, etc.

To clarify, it is important to stress that we do not mean to suggest that the difference between
Korean and English is “a mere invention” or that the differences are minor. From a structural lin-
guistic perspective, there is no correspondence in terms of morphology, syntax, phonology, and
other characteristics. Certainly, when it comes to lexis, considerable overlap has emerged between
the two, perhaps an inevitable condition of the sociolinguistics of globalization (Blommaert 2010).
In many global contexts, for instance, one can use words such as “kimchi” or perhaps even “bul-
gogi” or “kalbi” without the need for translation or even contextualization. Meanwhile, in Korea, it
has become increasingly difficult to speak Korean “monolingually,” as colloquial expressions such
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as “ahnjeon belt” (safety belt) or “hand phone” (mobile phone) are used regularly in everyday con-
texts (Kim 2012). Scholars additionally have demonstrated that the pervasiveness of English in
Korea has led to the emergence of a discrete variety of Korean English (see Rüdiger 2019). To
further complicate matters, because of the Korean language’s roots in Chinese and because of
Japan’s colonial occupation of the peninsula, it is inevitable to encounter words that are not of
purely “Korean” origin. According to nationalist language pundits, the prevalent use of Hang-
eul/hanja combinations represents an anachronistic linguistic subservience whose eradication
would somehow promise the liberation of Korea from both its long cultural dependence on sino-
centrism. Meanwhile, the pervasiveness of English and Japanese loanwords represents for many in
Korea residues of cultural hegemony and colonial occupation, and therefore an impediment to lin-
guistic qua national sovereignty. The insistence on monolingualizing Korea and Korean, then, as
we argue, invites consideration of the role of exogenous linguistic and cultural elements not as jeo-
pardizing but instead constituting Korean as a “national language.”We will now look to SMTM as a
site for the invention of Korean monolingualism.

Inventing monolingualism through verbal hygiene

The ambivalence toward foreign pronunciations of Korean has been a persistent motif of SMTM
since its inception. For instance, in season 1, episode 1, when asked about the standard of choosing
contenders for the second round, one of the judges, Smash (Lee Hyunbae), confesses, “I do not like
people speaking Korean with an English accent.”8 In one of the interviews, MCMeta, another judge
of the program, states the following:

It is true that hip-hop originated and was imported from the US. Thus, it somewhat naturally perme-
ated Korea as it is. However, even though I am unsure whether or not there is a relative superiority of
English to Korean, I think “why do we use English so much?”… To put it roughly, it seems like a form
of cultural flunkeyism.9 (CBS 2013)

For this reason, he suggests that “using our language to do ours is the foundation and the coolest
thing”10 (CBS 2013). It is somewhat tempting to applaud Smash and MC Meta’s ruminations as a
rejection of what Phillipson (1992) calls “linguistic imperialism.” According to Phillipson (1992,
47), linguistic imperialism refers to “the dominance asserted and maintained by the establishment
and continuous reconstitution of structural and cultural inequalities between English and other
languages.” In Korea today, English is associated with upward social mobility (Park and Abelmann
2004; M. W. Lee 2015). This association can be traced to the late nineteenth century when the first
schools for English language teaching were opened in Korea. One example of English fever can be
found in the recent boom of “yeongeo yuchiwon” (English kindergartens). As of 2018, the average
yearly tuition fee for English kindergartens is around 12.2 million won, which is 6.4 times the tui-
tion fee of a private kindergarten of 1.89 million won and twice as much as an annual college tuition
fee of 6.7 million won (Chyung 2018; see also J. K. Park 2009). The prevalence of English is not
limited to the realm of education. Though most Koreans do not speak or write in English for
daily purposes, they frequently encounter English as an essential component of advancement in
professional workplace contexts. This emphasis on English, however, does not necessarily mean
that English, not Korean, is more frequently used in the workplace (Shim and Park 2008). Numer-
ous studies have already demonstrated that, despite the emphasis on English in the business
environment, the frequency of English usage in the workplace is still insignificant (McTague
1990; Choi 2002). This suggests that proficiency in English
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is not so much an actual resource needed for survival in the global workplace, but an index of an ideal
employee in the global economy; regardless of the actual tasks one needs to carry out in the workplace,
being able to communicate confidently in English is taken to be a sign that the worker is well positioned
within the modern world and worthy of a company that aspires to expand globally. (Shim and Park
2008, 148)

Understood this way, the linguistic discomfort representative of Smash and MC Meta’s commen-
tary is perhaps a natural and even laudable reaction that disrupts the pervasive hegemony of Eng-
lish in South Korea.

It is useful to understand the implication of Smash and MC Meta’s complaints and dismissal
through the perspective of what Cameron (2012, 1) calls “verbal hygiene,” the “urge to improve
or ‘clean up’ language.” Cameron critiques not only the “folk linguistic” (Preston 1993), or non-
specialist, beliefs that language should be used in a particular way (“correct,” “standard,” etc.)
but also the tendency for linguists (i.e. specialists) to insist that such prescriptivist views are mis-
guided in that they are not reflective of everyday language practice.11 For instance, even while pop-
ular opinion may declare that monolingualism in a particular language is an ideal (as is the case for
many conservative language ideologues in Korea)12, many linguists might insist on the communi-
cative, cognitive, and cultural benefits of multilingualism. Yet, as Cameron (2012) warns, verbal
hygiene is inevitable, regardless of whether one aligns themselves with a “prescriptivist” or even
“anti-prescriptivist” stance.

Certainly, one might be tempted to make the argument that Smash andMCMeta harbor a natio-
nalistic ideology of linguistic prescriptivism that is discriminatory to those who are not monolin-
gually Korean. Simultaneously, MC Meta’s articulation of verbal hygiene might be viewed, perhaps
even celebrated, as a position that is resistant to the linguistic imperialism of English and, by exten-
sion, to the cultural hegemony of the US in Korea. Thus, as the title of the season 5, episode 3,
suggests, “Korean”must be defended from the invasion of “English.”However, it should be pointed
out that “Korean” as a unified linguistic system exists only through the sustained act of verbal
hygiene.

One of MC Meta’s earlier interviews demonstrates this point. When the interviewer asks why
MC Meta uses an English name even though he stubbornly removes English from his lyrics, MC
Meta insists that MC Meta was “a name created before we decided to use only Korean lyrics. So,
it was written in English. However, with the formation of our team, Garion, we set our direction
to ‘create Korean hip-hop’” 13 (CBS 2013). To a confused interviewer, MC Meta clarifies that
this Korean-only policy was not incompatible with his decision to continue using MC Meta as
his name. It simply meant reorienting the meaning of “Meta.” Thus, though the word “Meta”
used to refer to a creative work or to the conventions of its genre in English, it, from 2000, refers
to a combination of two kanjis, “mae” of “mae yang mae ja” and “ta” of “daleul ta,” which means
pursuing new music everyday (CBS 2013). At first glance, MC Meta’s decision seems congruous
with his Korean-only policy. However, the irony here is that his attempt to move away from “lin-
guistic imperialism” results in an unwittingly emphasized mark of Chinese influence on “Korean,”
which in turn threatens the very attempt to distinguish “Korean” from non-Korean languages.
What is to be emphasized is not that MC Meta is naive in his reliance on Chinese to eradicate Eng-
lishness from his name or that the word “Meta” does not symbolize anything unless it borrows the
system of meaning from either English or Chinese. Rather it is that the “pure” Korean that presum-
ably exists in the eyes of MC Meta is not an a priori entity but instead summoned in order to, and
thus is invented through the very attempt to, eradicate “foreign” languages from Korean.
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Inventing monolingualism through the discourse of authenticity and emulation

In Season 5, episode 3, a Korean American artist name JunoFlo is introduced to Korean contest-
ants. As he approaches the stage, one respondent notes that, “He looks like an American” (Mnet
2016a). With such a comment, the Korean contestants decredential JunoFlo both linguistically
and culturally while neutralizing the potential cultural capital of authenticity in the form of
being from “the motherland.” The logic is quite straightforward: “Koreans” must be able to rap
in Korean. However, it is significant that even prior to JunoFlo is interpellated as a US American,
another contestant asks, “Ulinala salam-iya?” Such a question is significant because the literal and
direct translation of the question is simply “Is he a person of our nation?”We acknowledge that it is
quite common in Korea to use the expression “ulinala” or “our nation” as an implied placeholder
for “Korea,” as in “ulinalamal,” or “our nation’s language,” or even simply “ulimal,” or “our
language,” as is the case of MC Meta described above. What is significant is not merely the fact
that an us-them dichotomy encoded in the very discourse of Korean but that it emerges specifically
in the context of decredentialing JunoFlo who is of Korean ethnic heritage but perhaps not lingua-
culturally Korean, reflective of how authenticity, as simultaneously good and bad, comes to pro-
duce “monolingualism.”

This perspective can be developed by examining another instance of attempted linguacultural
decredentialing when Flowsick, one of the New York contenders, enters a battle with Donoutman,
a Korean contender. Donoutman confronts Flowsick with the lines, “Flowsucks. Nobody under-
stands, your rap sucks. I will rename you, you are Flowsucks”14 (Mnet 2016b). While the majority
of responses were to a degree predictable, the dismissal of JunoFlo’s and Flowsick’s motherland
authenticity as a form of cultural capital is somewhat unexpected within this context, if anything
because authenticity is central to the discourse and practice of hip-hop (Yi and Gim 2015). The
notion of authenticity, whether in hip-hop specifically or in other domains of social life more gen-
erally, presumes the “fake” as its oppositional point. A frequently maligned figure in hip-hop, for
instance, is Iggy Azalea, a white performer from the small town of Mullumbimby, Australia, who
opens her debut hit single, “Fancy” unapologetically and perhaps ironically with the line, “First
things first, I’m the realest.” Iggy Azalea’s unwavering refusal to address questions of cultural
appropriation has prompted critique not only from the public sphere but even from scholars,
who have foregrounded the “inauthenticy” of her discoursal features (cf., Eberhardt and Freeman
2015).15

The seemingly universal tendency toward a dismissal of fake, while perhaps a logical gesture,
nonetheless overlooks the perhaps more important question of the conditions by which the
“fake” comes to be so universally maligned, not dissimilar to the way in which Gramling’s
(2016, 40) thesis of monolingualism interrogates the manner in which “monolingualism” has
come to be associated with the “securitarian fear-of-the-unknown.” The cultural politics of fake-
ness, as suggested in Abbas’s (2008) notion of “faking globalization,” reveals less about the patho-
logization of the “fake” as it does the affordances of its oppositional other. The understanding of the
“fake” emerges in direct opposition to a concrete and reliable concept of authenticity but instead
contrary to that which is undifferentiated and unknown. Developing Deleuze’s (1986) “any-
space-whatever” and Gandelsonas’s (1999) “x-urbanism,” Abbas (2008, 251) defines the fake as
“a social, cultural, and economic response, at a local and apparently trivial level, to the processes
of globalization and to the uneven and often unequal relations that globalization has engendered.”16

From this alternative perspective on the fake, it is not merely something to be “dismissed” (252) or
even “romanticize[d]” (251) but instead a heuristic through which to make sense of the tendency to
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romanticize authenticity. Abbas poses, for instance, the implications of the fact that a luxury item
such as a Swiss watch, facilitated by the material and cultural flows of globalization, can be coun-
terfeited and sold in China for a fraction of the price of the authentic: “When one’s product can be
reproduced almost to perfection and sold for often less than 10 percent of one’s own price, one may
have to reexamine the product and the design process” (262). For the purposes of our inquiry, we
are interested more generally in the question of the fake in terms of the very existence of the fake as
an opportunity to reconsider the unilateral commitment to authenticity.

A similar logic might be applied to understand the tension between authenticity and artificiality
in SMTM. In Season 5, episode 3, Timbaland joins the program as a special judge. All Korean
judges welcome Timbaland, “the real” star. As a gesture of reciprocity, Timbaland says, “I big
up Korea for doing the first ever hip-hop show. They took something heavily American culture
and made it their culture” (Mnet 2016c). At first glance, Timbaland’s comments reaffirm the afore-
mentioned global hip-hop relocalization thesis, in which Korean hip-hop can be conceived of as
independent, not merely derivative, of an “original” or “authentic” US American hip-hop (see
Appadurai 1996; Pennycook 2007). Simultaneously, the presence of Timbaland or any “real” US
American celebrities in the program raises a central question: if SMTM identifies it as a Korean
hip-hip show, what is the function of inviting a famous US American producer who is completely
unfamiliar with Korea?17 To a certain extent, it reveals the possibility that the very need to broad-
cast the status of US American stars symbolizes Koreans’ longing for authenticity via US American-
ness while also, more broadly, reaffirming the distinction between Korea and the US in the process.

It is no secret that US American hip-hop is fetishized by Korean youth. Any noteworthy devel-
opments in the US American hip-hop scene catches the attention of Korean teenagers and is
quickly consumed and shared via SNS. The Korean youth celebrate and welcome the success of
Korean American hip-hop artists such as Jay Park who enjoy global fame that reaches many
youth and alternative club cultures around the world. That said, it is thus not surprising that
after JunoFlo’s performance, one of the Korean contenders says, “If you’re good at English rap,
you have a certain degree of advantage”18 (Mnet 2016d). This hierarchical relationship between
the authentic and the artificial, however, does not necessarily pervade in SMTM. For instance, a
Korean contestant Superbee deliberately flies to LA and joins the SMTM competition there. He suc-
cessfully passes the final round of competition and is chosen as one of the five LA contenders.
When he finally meets domestic contestants, he raps, “I come from America. I cannot speak Kor-
ean, wassup Seoul, Korea. Gangnam style, Kimchi is spicy. I’m Superbee [his alter ego] y’all already
know… .”19 (Mnet 2016a).

Superbee’s performance generates two distinct effects from the audience. On the one hand, one
easily catches that LA contenders smile bitterly, awkwardly clapping along the crowd. Realizing that
they are the target of Superbee’s lampoon, LA contenders cannot hide their uncomfortable feelings.
On the other hand, you see domestic contenders standing on the opposite side of the hall burst out
laughing. What this “mockery” suggests is the reversion of hierarchy between English and Korean,
or more broadly, between the authentic and the artificial. Superbee’s emulation, whether intended
or not, questions the conditions of authenticity. Just like one cannot become Korean American hip-
hop artists by merely rapping in English, the reverse is also true, Superbee suggests. Though
Superbee raps in English to perform like a Korean American contender, his accent, gesture,
hair-style and other subtle nonverbal expressions all betray such an intent. His performance,
though framed and expressed in English, sounds like “Korean.” Superbee’s performance is a mock-
ery for Korean American contenders precisely because it insinuates that Korean Americans cannot
become Korean hip-hop artists even if they perform in Korean.
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This performative reversal of the hierarchy resonates with Superbee’s album nameOriginal Kim-
chi or in his label name Kimchi-Hill-Gang. In one of his interviews, he says:

… recently Kimchi is used with a negative connotation. I find this problematic and disappointing. We
[Koreans] eat kimchi all the time, for breakfast, lunch, dinner, something always there. It is one of the
most famous Korean foods. If one uses kimchi as a derogatory word, I think it means that one does not
love our country [Korea]. For the reason that I am not such a person, I released Original Kimchi [in an
English accent]… In the mainland U.S., there is a word Original Gangster, its abbreviation being OG.
As I think about this, I am not an American gangster or a Korean gangster, I am Kimchi and also Kor-
ean… though hip-hop came from the mainland, the U.S., I rap in Korea. So, I always try not to forget
that all the time.20 (Superbee 2018)

While one might want to applaud Superbee’s comments as an expression of anti-hegemonic patri-
otism or even an artistic commitment that challenges the arbitrary lure of the authentic. Kimchi is a
side dish that is notorious for its distinct smell, and for this reason, as a form of address, is reflective
of what Butler (1997, 18) terms injurious speech, “constitut[ing] the subject in a subordinate pos-
ition.” Superbee’s gesture to voluntarily identify himself as kimchi, which disavows the prejudice
associated with it, might be considered an act of “disinterpellation,” which Sedgwick (2003, 70)
describes as a “nonce, referential act of a periperformative,” analogous not merely to “I dare
you” but instead “Don’t do it on my account.”

However, as Sedgwick (2003, 70) additionally notes, “such feats are possible, are made possible by the
utterance itself” which are themselves bound to a series of “presumptive relations”: consider, for
instance, whether it is possible to both assume authority of presenting a “dare” while absolving one’s
authority (e.g. “Don’t do it onmy account”). The potential contingency of disinterpellation via “kimchi”
on both the utterance itself along with the “presumptive relations” (which is, in this case, presumably
the Korean who views kimchi as a staple cuisine vs. non-Korean who views it as an odiferous side dish
and thus polysemously as a slur) is evident in the manner by which Superbee unwittingly contradicts
himself. For instance, when he says “kimchi” in the interview, he unwittingly speaks in an English
accent, thus committing a disinterpellative contradiction. If Superbee is proud of the fact that he
raps in Korean, his need to pronounce the Korean word “kimchi”with an English accent is paradoxical.
Additionally curious is the need to combine the English word “original”with the Korean word “kimchi”
rather than, for instance, simply replacing the former with a Korean word such as “jinjja” or “cham.”
Finally, and perhaps most notably, Kimchi Hill Gang is itself evocative of the Sugar Hill Gang, a US
American hip-hop trio known for their 1979 hit “Rapper’s Delight.” Certainly, on the one hand, he
wants to reverse the hierarchy where English raps are considered “cooler” than Korean raps. For this
reason, he identifies himself strongly with nationalistic symbols like kimchi. On the other hand, how-
ever, this reflects a need for Superbee to brand his label in relation to US American hip-hop artists, thus
reinforcing the conditions (Korean vs. non-Korean) that his attempted disinterpellative embrace of
kimchi is itself premised upon.

Insofar as linguistic and cultural homogeneity are the aspirations of Korean hip-hop artists such
as Superbee, the fact that he can attempt a disinterpellative reappropriation of kimchi but only
through English (e.g. through an English accent) or as an entailment of US American hip-hop
(e.g. from Sugar Hill Gang to Kimchi Hill Gang) is itself suggestive of the consolidation and re-hier-
archization between US American hip-hop and Korean hip-hop. In other words, it is through the
very act of emulation that US American hip-hop remains inadvertently valorized as the authentic
while Korean hip-hop is recalibrated as the fake in subordinate relation to the authentic. Something
as seemingly minor as the mobilization of “kimchi” by Superbee is then another instance of how
frictions that undergird SMTM manufacture the conditions of monolingualism.
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The tension between authenticity and emulation is not limited to certain Korean artists’ attempts to
eradicate English from the lyrics in their raps. When JunoFlo, a Korean American artist mentioned in
the previous paragraphs, enters the hall full of domestic contenders, one questions, in a patronizing
tone, “The way he walked up was very hip-hop. I guess that’s how everyone does it in the mother-
land?”21 (Mnet 2016a). The irony of this question is that while the way JunoFlo walked up was pre-
sumably “very hip-hop,” it became a point of ridicule for Korean contestants. On the one hand,
domestic contestants decredentialize JunoFlo’s hip-hop affect represented by his gesture repertoire
and gait. For the reason that JunoFlo is “Gyopo [Koreans],” he is not authentic enough to be treated
like a legitimate “American.”On the other hand, domestic contestants actively seek to emulate famous
American artists’ hip-hop affect or what they call “seuwegeu [swag].” They appropriate respected
American artists’ hand signs and gestures to invent their own versions, a derivated form of cultural
capital. In this respect, the aforementioned reaction to JunoFlo’s gait demonstrates how “Korean
Americanness” is precariously situated somewhere between authenticity and imitation. It is through
this act of differentiating “Korean American” from “American” that a seemingly unified identity of
“monolingual Koreanness” is being invented out of the discourse of authenticity and emulation.

Show me the money? or show me the monolingualism?

Before concluding, it may be helpful to offer some reflective and practical thoughts on the devel-
opment of the production of Korean popular culture and the environment of Korean popular musi-
cal production in relation to the potential progress of mainstream ideology. For instance, while the
operation of narrowed patriotism interrogated in this paper is based on tenets similar to that of
racist ideology (e.g. the inherent superiority of a particular peoples based on birthright criteria),
anti-racism has been an important cultural (and critical) spirit of hip-hop music. Therefore, it is
important to emphasize that we are not discounting the possibility of Korean hip-hop music func-
tioning in the interest of social progress and cultural plurality, as has been noted in the works of
many of the scholars referenced above. Indeed, as suggested by Jamie Shinhee Lee (2004), perhaps
the appeal of Korean hip-hop lies precisely in its potential to challenge dominant ideology.

SMTM bears witness to how Korean hip-hop has grown exponentially in popularity since its
comparatively humble beginnings in the 1990s to the global phenomenon that it is today. However,
as we have argued, SMTM is significant not only for its status as a pop culture institution but also
for what it can unveil about the operative logics of monolingualism more generally, especially as
they lead us to a broader understanding of the crises and limits of the Korean national imaginary.
In particular, we hope this article helps readers understand how “monolingualism” operates in
social space and to differentiate nativist patriotism from narrowed nationalist sentiment, specifi-
cally how the latter represents the internal mechanics of a potentially exclusivist national ideology
under the disguise of cosmopolitanism. We have approached this issue by looking at SMTM with
respect to the important but at times unexpected intersections among Korean hip-hop, language,
ethnicity, and identity. Particular to the Korean context, it invites a reconsideration of monolingu-
alism beyond the mere expectation that Korean as a language, and by extension culture, should be
hygienic and authentic. As the above analysis has aimed to demonstrate, SMTM is not merely a
space that documents the tensions surrounding the presumed precarity of Korean monolingualism
but instead produces the conditions in which the very possibility of monolingualism can exist. In
this regard, perhaps it is more appropriate to say that the program does not merely invite hip-hop
artists to compete as if they are demanding, “show me the money,” for the program might very well
also be conceived of as Show Me the Monolingualism.
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Notes

1. To be sure, we are not suggesting that other notable first-generation artists, such as Hyun Jin-Young
and DEUX, had only a marginal influence on the development of Korean hip-hop culturally, musically,
and linguistically. Our emphasis on Seo Taiji and Boys is only to demonstrate that the act of translation
renders visible assumed cultural and linguistic differences that constitute the tension between Korean-
ness and non-Koreanness.

2. High School Rapper is a South Korean survival hip-hop TV program. Tailored to attract the teen-
age population, this program has consolidated its reputation as one of the most successful music
shows in Korea. Following High School Rapper 1 (2017) and 2 (2018), a new season was aired in
2019.

3. Unpretty Rap Star is a 2015 South Korean music competition program focusing on female rappers. The
program, a spin-off of SMTM, premiered in January 2015 on Mnet and was hosted by Korean rapper
San E. Its second season was also aired in 2015 and the final season in 2016.

4. According to Korean pop culture critic Bae Kuk-nam (2016), “There exists a clear cleavage between the
young and old generation regarding the reception of hip-hop. The middle-aged population is mostly
indifferent to hip-hop. In fact, they are even cynical of hip-hop as a form of artistic expression. They
problematize the violent and sexually suggestive content expressed in incomprehensible Korean/Eng-
lish lyrics.”

5. An analogous moment of simultaneous xenophobia and xenophilia in Japan’s Nippon Professional
Baseball league. Baseball, to state the obvious, is originally not a Japanese sport. However, when a
non-Japanese player would approach potentially breaking Oh Sadaharu’s 1964 record of 55 home
runs in a season, pitchers on other teams would intentionally walk the player in question, depriving
him of the ability to hit a home run. This practice of nationalistic collusion continued until 2013,
whenWladimir Balentien, of Curacao, surpassed Oh’s record and ended the season with 60 home runs.

6. A system of tuning known as well-temperament was introduced by Bach in the 1720s. Eventually,
Bach’s system would become obsolete by the introduction of a more precise practice of equal tempera-
ment by 1915 (Gramling 2016).

7. Derrida (1998) refers to this phenomenon, of knowing only one language that is simultaneously foreign
and thus not “owned” as the “monolingualism of the other.”

8. The original: 저는 한국사람들이 영어엑센트로 한국어하는 거 별로 안좋아해요.
9. The original:사실미국에서시작된음악장르의형태이고,그게국내에서직접적으로받아들여진

부분들도 있다 보니까 자연스럽게 스며들듯이 들어온 부분이 있긴 있는데요. 제가 볼 때는
개인적으로 언어에 있어서 우월성이라는 게 상대적으로 있을지는 모르겠지만, “굳이 그렇게
쓸 필요가 있나?” 라는 생각이 들고…조금 심하게 보면 “문화사대주의는 아닌가” 하는
생각까지 들더라고요.

10. The original: 우리말로 우리 것을 한다는 게 가장 기본이 되고, 또 제일 멋있는 거라는 걸 저희
스스로가 깨닫게 된 거죠.

11. In linguistics, there has been a longstanding tendency to differentiate between prescriptivism and
descriptivism, the former referring to the practice of “prescribing” what is correct or appropriate use
of language according to putative rules, and the latter referring to the practice of “describing” how
people use language irrespective of such putative rules.

12. For instance, Shim and Park (2008, 142) note that “the image of Korea as a monolingual nation has
played an important part in the building of the modern nation-state. Throughout the nation’s experi-
ences of colonization and modernization, the construct of danil minjok (‘one people,’ or racial hom-
ogeneity) served as the central ideology… the strong monolingualism of Korea is thus both an
outcome of this imagining of the nation and a persistent force that reinforces that image. For this
reason, the Korean language is a strong and prominent symbol of national and ethnic pride for Kor-
eans. The language has always played an important part in Korean nationalism.”

13. The original: 우리말로 가사를 쓰는 방향을 잡기 전에 만들었던 이름이었어요. 그래서 영문으로
썼습니다. 하지만 저희가 이제 가리온이라는 팀을 만든 이후에 ‘한국적인 힙합의 음악을 만들어
가자’ 하는 과정에서 본격적으로 우리말 가사의 방향을 잡았던 거죠.

14. The original: 아무도 알아듣지 못해 너의 Rap은 Sucks. 내가 다시 이름 지어줄게, 너는 Flowsucks.
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15. As Eberhardt and Freeman (2015) demonstrate, Iggy Azalea’s lyrics are characterized by copula
absence (e.g., “Who that?”), a feature common in African American English, at a frequency
that is actually higher than in the lyrics of other African American hip-hop artists. Her perform-
ance of African American ethos therefore, reaches a point of supersaturation beyond the threshold
of “authenticity.”

16. “Any-space-whatever” derives from the Deleuzian notion of affect (the pre- and counter-discursive
state of emotion) to describe “the polar opposite of an actualized ‘state of things,’ which is always
framed in terms of spatiotemporal-psychic coordinates that we tacitly understand. By contrast, any-
space-whatever involves a series of deframings” (Abbas 2008, 245). X-urbanism, meanwhile, is a con-
cept introduced by Gandelsonas to reconsider the dichotomizing tendencies to differentiate the “urban”
and “suburban” space. The x-urban, meanwhile, represents an outcome of late capitalism characterized
by a “blurring of the opposition between suburb and core city, home and workplace” (Abbas 2008, 247).

17. In fact, Timbaland was not the first American celebrity to be invited. SMTM season 4 famously intro-
duced Snoop Dogg as a special judge.

18. The original: 영어랩을 잘하면, 아무래도 유리하죠.
19. The original: 저는 미국에서 온 래퍼입니다. 한국말 못해요, 왓썹 서울, 코리아. 강남스타일,

김치는 매워요.
20. The original: 요즘 김치라는 단어가 부정적인 의미로 사용되는데, 난 이부분이 불만이고

안타까워. 사실 김치는 우리가 매일 먹고, 아침밥이나 점심밥이나 저녁밥이나 언제나 있는
음식이잖아. 한국에서 가장 유명한 음식 중 하나인데. 그것을 비하의 용어로 사용한다는게,
우리나라를 사랑하지 않아서 그런게 아닐까…본토 미국에 힙합에는 오리지날 갱스터라는
말이 있어, 줄여서 OG 인데. 나는 생각해보면 갱스터가 아니야, 깡패도 아니고. 나는 김치잖아,
한국인이고…힙합은 원래 본토 미국에서 왔지만, 나는 한국에서 랩을 하고 있잖아. 그래서
항상 나는 그것을 잊지 않으려해.

21. The original: 되게 힙합스럽게 걷네요. 아마 본토에서는 다들 저렇게 하나?
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